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Figure 1: Our system captures a CAD-like 3D model of an indoor scene, in a few minutes, on a commodity tablet.
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We present an interactive system to capture CAD-like 3D
models of indoor scenes, on a mobile device. To overcome
sensory and computational limitations of the mobile platform,
we employ an in situ, semi-automated approach and harness
the user’s high-level knowledge of the scene to assist the reconstruction and modeling algorithms. The modeling proceeds
in two stages: (1) The user captures the 3D shape and dimensions of the room. (2) The user then uses voice commands
and an augmented reality sketching interface to insert objects
of interest, such as furniture, artwork, doors and windows.
Our system recognizes the sketches and add a corresponding
3D model into the scene at the appropriate location. The key
contributions of this work are the design of a multi-modal user
interface to effectively capture the user’s semantic understanding of the scene and the underlying algorithms that process
the input to produce useful reconstructions.

3D models of architectural scenes enable several compelling
applications. Imagine if you wanted to rearrange the existing furniture in your room, or visualize how a new piece of
furniture would fit into your current space. An editable 3D
model of your room would allow you to preview the results
easily, without having to physically move any furniture around.
Such 3D models are also powerful tools to visualize homes
and offices, for the purposes of real estate, remodeling and insurance. Also, with the recent surge in consumer-level virtual
and augmented reality, the digitization of personal spaces can
enable better and more meaningful interactions between the
real and virtual worlds.
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However, creating these models is still a challenging task.
A common approach is to manually create the model using
CAD software, typically while ex-situ, i.e. in a different context/setting than the original scene. The modeler must therefore rely on memory, photographs, laser scans, or manual measurements in order to create an accurate representation of the
scene. Existing desktop CAD tools also pose a steep learning
curve for inexperienced users, often requiring considerable effort to create aesthetically pleasing models. Another approach
is to use automatic, computer vision based techniques, but they
typically do not capture the semantic nature of a scene, and
produce point-clouds or large polygonal meshes with missing
regions and no notion of which geometric regions correspond
to objects or their physical extents. Hence, these models are
very difficult to edit or manipulate.
In this paper, we present a novel in situ interactive modeling
technique that combines the positive aspects of the automatic
and manual approaches. The system runs end-to-end on a
commodity tablet or smartphone without any external computational or hardware resources. Our approach utilizes a

multi-modal user interface based on the following elements:
an in situ mixed-reality mobile platform, sketch based furniture placement, and voice commands. Another key insight
is to leverage humans for high-level recognition (identifying
the class of an object, e.g., table, chair), a task that we find
effortless, and use model-driven optimization algorithms for
precise selection/placement operations. With the user and system acting in synchrony, we are able to improve the efficiency
of indoor 3D modeling by harnessing the best of both worlds.
The modeling proceeds in two stages. First, the user captures
a 360 degree panning video of a room, annotating corners as
they go along. Based on the annotated panorama, the system
reconstructs a Manhattan-world (i.e., axis-aligned) 3D model
of the room walls and estimates scale with a constrained structure from motion technique.
Once the empty room has been reconstructed, the user interactively populates the scene with objects while they are still
in situ. In order to do this, the system provides an interactive
modeling interface using a live feed from the camera. The user
can model objects by first issuing a voice command describing
the object (e.g., “chair”) and then sketching a few lines on the
image of the object in front of them. Our system then analyzes
the voice and sketch inputs, along with the position and orientation of the handheld device in order to determine the type,
3D position, orientation and scale of the object of interest.
A representative 3D model is selected from a database and
is placed in the room 3D model. This workflow is repeated,
until all objects of interest have been modeled, resulting in a
schematic 3D model of the room.
Our mobile, in situ system attempts to overcome some of the
limitations of traditional ex-situ desktop software. While in
situ, the user needn’t rely on memory or photographs, but
can rather use an image-guided sketching technique to model
objects in the scene. Also, by tracking the motion of the mobile
device, the user is able to place the objects at the appropriate
scale and location in the scene, without needing any manual
measurements. We note, that our system is not intended to
fully replace more-versatile desktop CAD software, but rather
serve as a tool for users to quickly and easily capture and
manipulate 3D models of indoor scenes using widely available
mobile hardware.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss related work, describe our end-to-end system, present results and conclude
with the description of two potential applications of our system.
RELATED WORK

CAD: A variety of efforts have attempted to simplify the process of computer aided design of scenes and objects. Trimble
SketchUp [29] (formerly Google SketchUp) is one such commercial product that simplifies the 3D modeling process by
providing a limited set of controls. AutoDesk Homestyler [9]
and IKEA Home Planner [23] are tools designed specifically to
model indoor scenes. These systems are designed for desktop
use with a mouse and keyboard, while ex-situ.
Sketch-based modeling: Sketching techniques allow more
casual forms of user input to compute or retrieve 3D models.

Several systems [38, 12, 36] have demonstrated the value of
quick, stylus-driven interactions to create 3D models.
Several others [28, 37, 4, 6] have extended this paradigm
to model various architectural objects by using sketch-based
model retrieval techniques. However, these techniques are not
designed to work in situ and require users to draw multiple
free hand perspective sketches of objects from memory. Lau
et al. [17] use an image-aided sketching interface to create 3D
wireframes based on 2D image guides, but focus on modeling
simple objects with block-like primitives.
In situ modeling: The in situ aspect of our system is similar
to [22, 15, 35]. These approaches allow users to create models
from scratch by combining various primitives, whereas ours
utilizes preexisting 3D furniture models from the internet and
instead focuses on their correct placement in relation to the current scene. In situ indoor modeling has been explored by Kim
et al. [14], however their system is limited to box shapes and
fully manual placement of furniture, whereas ours can handle
more general room shapes and uses a sketch based augmented
reality interface. Sukan et al. [31] have used marker-based
AR to visualize virtual furniture in a scene, but don’t address
capture. SemanticPaint [34] uses additional depth hardware
and in situ interaction to segment and label fused point clouds.
Multi-modal Modeling UI: Novotny et al. [21] show that using a multi-modal augmented-reality interface for 3D modeling is efficient, though they restrict the workspace to a tabletop
and focus on free form 3D modeling with primitives. Tsang
et al. [32] also use voice, gesture and a mechanical boom in
order to annotate 3D objects in the context of real space but
do not address model creation. The voice component of our
system relies on Pocketsphinx [11], a free and open source
speech recognition system for mobile devices.
Furniture Model Alignment: Recent work [18, 1, 10] has
focused on automatically aligning 3D furniture models to single images by using an exemplar database. While promising,
these are complex and computationally expensive approaches
that may not be well suited for mobile, in situ applications.
Automatic 3D Reconstruction: The visual SLAM and computer vision communities have developed several automatic
approaches [30, 7] to reconstruct scenes from images. While
these methods have demonstrated potential, they tend to be brittle and do not work well on texture-poor surfaces, e.g. painted
walls, which dominate interiors. In our previous work [26] we
solicit a few user-marked features such as wall edges, resulting
in a well-bounded optimization problem that converges in a
few seconds on the mobile platform. However, the work was
limited to floorplan generation and does not model furniture,
which is the main contribution of this work.
Other approaches [20, 27, 25], overcome the issue of feature
matching by utilizing depth information provided by a Kinect
camera. While this approach has demonstrated exciting results,
our method does not rely on external hardware and can work
on widely available commodity hardware. However, in the
future we would like to extend our system to emerging depth
sensing platforms such as Google’s Project Tango [24] and
Microsoft HoloLens [8].

USER’S VIEW OF THE SYSTEM

the changes, the user holds the tablet up as though they were
viewing a window into the scene, and the system transitions
smoothly into a live first person virtual view of the scene (see
video), allowing the user to get a better sense for the changes
they may have made to the scene.
The working of our system, under the hood, is described in
the following sections.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Empty Room Reconstruction

Figure 2: Our mixed-reality modeling interface.
This section describes how a user interacts with our application.
Our system is implemented on an iPad Air Retina running
iOS 8.3. However, the technique is designed to work on
any commodity tablet equipped with a camera and inertial
sensors. At this point, we strongly encourage readers to view
the accompanying supplementary video in order to get a better
understanding of the interactive aspects of the system.
The user begins by capturing a continuous panning video from
the center of the room, rotating 360◦ to capture the entire
room. As they pass a wall edge they use a simple tap gesture
to indicate the position of a corner. Interface cues notify the
user if they’re moving too fast or deviating from the ideal
camera path. Once the full rotation is complete, the system
computes the empty room geometry in a few (< 5) seconds
and presents the user with a mixed reality furniture placement
interface (Figure 2). The interface consists of a live view of
scene along with an inset of the reconstructed room model
representing the 3D geometry of the current view.
While standing at the same position as the initial capture, the
user simply looks around the room through the device and
sketches rough outlines of objects they would like to capture.
To aid the search algorithm, they may state out loud the type
of furniture they are capturing, say “Table”, and proceed to
trace the outline of the table that is frozen in the view. In
a few tenths of a second, a 3D table model is retrieved and
placed at the appropriate location in the empty room. This
workflow is repeated for various pieces of furniture, artwork,
doors, windows, etc., until all objects of interest have been
modeled.
Some additional interactions are available to the user. They
may add detail to the scene, by using the “Add” voice command. For example they may say “Add curtains” to add a
3D model of curtains to a previously placed window model.
By using a command like “Replace IKEA coffee table” users
can replace existing generic furniture with specific 3D models
provided by retailers, previewing the results before purchasing.
Users can also modify the appearance and material properties
of their furniture by saying “Material Dark Wood”.
After the furniture placement is complete, an overhead view
allows users to visualize their space, rearrange furniture and
preview the results instantly. They may also add, remove or
replace furniture and modify furniture placement. To preview

We first reconstruct the shape and scale of the room from a
panning video. Building upon our previous work [26], we
leverage user-provided corner annotations to recover the Manhattan shape of rooms, i.e., a floorplan consisting of piece-wise
planar surfaces with dominant directions. However, we found
that for a more accurate mixed reality experience, we additionally need to account for camera translation. This is because
it is natural for a user to move the handheld camera roughly
along a circular path, while capturing images. Although not
by design, this type of camera motion gives rise to significant
parallax in the images, particularly indoors where distances
are small. For example, in an image frame 1280 pixels wide,
horizontal movement objects at distance of 1.2m and 2.4m
from the camera differs by about 200 pixels (∼15%). If we
did not account for parallax, it would cause misalignment of
the 3D model that would adversely affect furniture placement.

Figure 4: Top-down view of the simplified camera motion
model, based on the arc radius r and orientation θ .
As illustrated in Figure 4, we assume a circular camera trajectory and known camera height (set manually, per user), based
on how users capture panoramas with mobile devices. To
assist the user, the interface provides a guide to minimize deviation from the ideal trajectory. Minor deviations in pitch and
roll do not affect the reconstruction, as they are not included
in our camera model. Any accumulated drift is alleviated by
marking the first corner twice (once again at the end) and
distributing drift evenly across the frames.
By using the sensor measurements, we are able to estimate
extrinsic camera parameters, assuming that the user performs
the image capture in accordance to our model. Our model
contains two variables (r, θ ) that describe the position and
orientation of the camera. These two variables are sufficient
to determine the extrinsic parameters of a camera that moves
along a ring of radius r and that faces outwards at an angle θ
from an initial reference. We assume that the other aspects of
the camera attitude (pitch, roll) stay constant and that the user
remains in the same position while capturing the panorama. In
an offline step we use a camera calibration toolbox [2] to determine the intrinsic parameters for the camera. This step is only

(a) Chair sketch

(b) Chair model placed

(c) Table sketch

(d) Table model placed

Figure 3: Sketch based retrieval results. Figures 3a & 3c show user sketches. 3b & 3d show corresponding 3D model placements.
required to be performed once for every camera device and
the calibration parameters remains consistent across devices
with the same manufacturer, make and model. The camera
matrices used by our model are shown in Equations (1) to (4).
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the device’s camera along with an inset of the reconstructed
room model from the same viewpoint. We assume that the
user stands in the same position as in the room capture phase
and rotates the device roughly along a sphere centered at the
user. The alignment is maintained by querying the device’s
gyroscope to determine the current viewpoint on the sphere,
and translating and rotating the 3D model to present the scene
from this viewpoint, according to the camera model described
previously. Over time, gyroscopic drift may cause slight misalignment, but this is alleviated by the user with a simple
two-finger pan gesture to realign the model. We have found
that minor drift corrections are required in the order of once
per minute and can be further mitigated by slow and smooth
movement of the device. In the future, we would like to enable
more robust tracking using visual features.

In this case:
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Our reconstruction algorithm visually tracks the wall edges
using the user-annotated template and calculates correspondences across several image frames. These 2D correspondences are then used to reconstruct the absolute depth of the
wall edges with structure from motion [30]. Given n known
image feature correspondences xi and corresponding camera
matrices Mi , we minimize the following reprojection error, to
determine an optimal 3D point X̂:
min ∑ni=1 kxi − x̂i k2
Subject to x̂i = M X̂
The room shape is scaled according to the calculated 3D locations of walls, while maintaining the manhattan constraint.
In this way, we are able to generate an empty 3D room model
that closely represents the real scene in terms of geometry,
scale and camera motion.
Furniture Placement Interface

Once we have reconstructed an empty 3D room model the user
supplies an initial rotation and translation that aligns the empty
room model to the image that is currently being captured by
the device camera.
Given the geometry of the room, the user is presented with a
mixed reality interface (Figures 2, 3) containing a live view of

Sketch to 3D Model

We use a sketching paradigm to determine the type, position,
scale, and orientation of a 3D furniture model that the user
wishes to place. The user first issues a voice command or
double taps the screen to indicate the start of a sketch. This
freezes the live camera view so that the user may more easily
draw over the object. Once the display is frozen, the user is
able to conveniently sketch the outline of the object. Example
sketches are shown in Figure 3. The sketch is recognized and
a representative 3D model of the object is retrieved from the
database (Described in Database section). The 3D model is
automatically scaled, positioned and oriented in the 3D room
model to correctly align with the live view. The user continues
to add furniture in this manner until the modeling process is
complete.
Our goal is to recognize and place a 3D furniture object model
based on an input 2D sketch. The camera parameters, aligned
room model, and camera height of the current view are known
and are used as inputs to the algorithm. Reconstructing a
general 3D model from a 2D sketch is an ill-posed problem.
However, we observe that the major structural components
in furniture items such as beds, dressers, tables, chairs etc.
are typically planar facets, oriented horizontally or vertically
(a notable exception being reclining chairs). If we represent
furniture models as a 3D line diagram consisting of horizontal
and vertical lines (Figure 8), we can efficiently perform search
and retrieval over this compact representation, based on a
partial input sketch.

(a) Step 1: Vertical line projected into scene (b) Step 2: Non-vertical line projected to in- (c) Step 3: Another non-vertical with the same
to form support
tersect with support
support

Figure 5: Illustrating the 2D to 3D conversion of the user’s sketch

Figure 7: Example of an artwork sketch projected onto a wall.

length and height are sufficient, and a small constant depth is
assumed. The lines drawn by the user (henceforth referred to
as ‘sketch lines’) are a 2D projection of horizontal and vertical
lines on the actual object (henceforth referred to as ‘object
lines’).

Figure 6: Algorithm to convert a 2D user sketch in to a plausible 3D object sketch.

For our system to recognize the user’s sketch the following
must hold true: 1) Vertical sketch lines must map to vertical
object lines and non-vertical sketch lines to horizontal object
lines. 2) Vertical lines are supported at the base by the ground
plane. 3) Every non-vertical sketch line should be supported
by a vertical sketch line, that determines its height above the
ground plane.

To place a new object in the scene, the user draws a few line
segments on the outline of the object. They may be drawn
in any order and there should be enough lines to uniquely
scale, position and orient the object. For example, a table
would require at least three lines indicating length, depth and
height. Three lines are sufficient for a table, because it has 180
degree rotational symmetry about the vertical axis. A chair,
however, requires additional lines to uniquely orient the seat
back (Figure 3a). For objects that are very thin or are placed
on a wall (like artwork, windows etc.), two lines describing

The reconstruction proceeds according to the algorithm shown
in Figure 6. First, the sketch lines are categorized as vertical or
non-vertical by sorting them based on slope. Sketch lines that
lie within ±10 degrees of the vertical axis of the image are
considered to be vertical, whereas all other lines are considered
to be non-vertical. We then cast a ray from our camera center,
passing through the base of the vertical sketch line into the
3D scene. The ray is intersected with the ground plane to
establish the ground point of the corresponding vertical object
line. We then cast a ray passing through the top of the sketch
line and intersect it with a vertical plane passing through the
ground point, facing the camera. The intersection of the top

ray with this vertical plane determines the upper 3D point of
the vertical object line as illustrated in Figure 5a.
Non-vertical sketch lines are projections of horizontal object
lines that lie at some height above the ground plane, supported
by a vertical sketch line. To determine the supporting vertical
sketch line, we find the 2D intersection of the current nonvertical sketch line with all the vertical sketch lines. The
selected vertical support has a predetermined height (say h) (as
described above), hence the supported horizontal line would
also be suspended at the same height h. The non-vertical
sketch lines are then projected into the scene and made to
intersect with a plane parallel to the ground, suspended at
height h, as illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b. We ignore all
non-vertical lines that do not have a corresponding vertical
support, since we cannot determine their 3D position without
ambiguity.
Objects that reside on walls, such as doors, windows and
artwork can also be modeled with our sketching framework.
After the user has selected the type of object with a voice
command, they sketch two lines describing the vertical and
horizontal extent of the object. These lines are projected into
the scene and intersected with the wall geometry in order to determine their global position as shown in Figure 7. For artwork
textures are cropped from the camera image and transferred
into the 3D model.

Furniture Database

Once a set of 3D object lines is specified, we perform a
database search to determine the furniture item that best
matches those lines. Our database consists of a set of 65
3D models of commonly occurring furniture pieces, that have
been manually preprocessed to be represented as set of 3D
lines, as shown in Figure 8. The database also indexes textual
metadata such as the exact name of the object, manufacturer
etc. Our database is acquired from freely available online
3D model repositories [29, 33] and consists of both generic
and specific (IKEA, Steelcase, Herman Miller etc.) furniture
models. Given a partial 3D user sketch, the search problem
is therefore two fold: 1) find the furniture model that best
matches the partial user sketch & 2) find the best 3D similarity
transform that aligns the aforementioned furniture model with
the 3D user sketch. By simultaneously finding the closest
matching model in the database and the optimal transformation matrix, we can uniquely determine the type, position,
orientation and scale of the furniture.
We model rotation only around the vertical axis, non-uniform
scale and arbitrary translation as represented by transformation
matrix (5). We use an iterative search algorithm, described
next, to consider all plausible transformations of the 3D model
to fit the partial sketch.
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Figure 8: Furniture models in our database with corresponding
line representations.

For each model in the database: to obtain a candidate transformation, we pick three orthogonal line segments on the model
and associate them with three orthogonal line segments on
the user sketch. A least squares solver is used to determine
unknown parameters in the candidate transformation matrix.
Once a candidate transformation has been obtained we apply
the transformation to the database model lines and analyze
how well the user sketch conforms to the transformed database
model.
We use an exhaustive variant of 3D RANSAC [5] to find the
best match. Since our models consist of only a handful of
lines, we can afford to exhaustively consider every candidate
transformation in order to find optimal consensus. Consensus
is determined by measuring the euclidean distance between
the end points of the 3D sketch lines (sketch points) and the
end points of the transformed database model lines (model
points). An inlier is defined as a model point that lies within

a threshold distance of a sketch point. The inlier threshold
distance is set to 15cm.
The score for a particular candidate transformation is calculated as the ratio of the number of inliers to the total number
of model points. This ensures that model transformations that
more completely encompass the sketch points score higher
and thus eliminates bias towards selecting simpler database
models, that would otherwise easily match most sketches.
After every candidate transformation has been scored, we
move on to the next model in the database. We log the maximum score for each database model and store the corresponding optimal candidate transformation. Once all models have
been analyzed, the one with the maximum score is transformed
and added to the 3D scene. If two or more models have an
equal score, our system choses the first model that appears in
the database, since based on the information provided it is not
possible to break a tie. However, voice commands can be used
to tiebreak.
Voice Commands

The user can optionally issue voice commands at any point by
tapping the listen button (See Figure 2). The system detects
silence at the end of speech and processes the preceding command according to Table 1. The most common command is
a description of the object is being modeled, e.g., “Table” or
“IKEA Desk”. Voice commands allow for easy and unambiguous selection of objects from the database. As the size of the
database increases, we have found that using voice recognition dramatically simplifies the retrieval problem, and enables
more performant sketch-based retrieval. If a voice command
describing an object is issued and the description is indexed in
the database, the live view is frozen in place, so that the user
may sketch the outline of the selected object. The sketch to
3D model algorithm is then run on only the models matching
the voice query. The closest match is then placed in the scene
based on the optimal transformation.
We developed a taxonomy for additional commands that may
be issued in order to add, replace or modify furniture as listed
in Table 1. The “Add” command appends a pre-aligned 3D
model on the previously placed item, for instance the user
may add a “iMac” on any desk or add “Curtains/Blinds” to
windows. The “Replace” command replaces the previously
placed item with the currently selected item. If the objects are
from the same category, e.g., chairs, the rotation, scale and
translation are transferred to the new object. The “Material”
command modifies the material properties of the current object.
This is achieved by replacing the material property description
file of the 3D model from say wood to metal or leather to
suede. We leverage the Pocketsphinx [11] library for voice
command recognition. Testing the performance of the voice
recognition library was outside the scope of this work.
Furniture Rearrangement and Replacement

After all the models have been placed, the user is able to view
and edit the captured scene. The system provides a top-down
orthographic view of the scene and an intuitive touch and drag
interface that allows users to translate, rotate, scale furniture
and automatically align items to the dominant directions. With

Command
Furniture Item

Type
Stand-Alone

Add

Modifier

Replace

Modifier

Material

Modifier

Summary
Freezes the camera frame
and prompts user to sketch
the item into scene
Adds selected item on top
of previously placed item
Replaces
previously
placed item with currently
selected item
Replaces material properties of previously placed
item

Table 1: Summary of voice commands and their functions
this interface, the user may correct any errors in the furniture
placement. Users may also rearrange furniture or replace
furniture with other items from the database of a similar nature,
for instance by invoking the ‘replace’ command, a suede couch
can be swapped out for a different style couch made out of
leather. Users may also delete furniture they wish to remove
from the scene.
In order to preview changes, the user holds the tablet up as
though they were viewing a window into the scene. This
gesture is automatically detected by our system and the view
transitions smoothly from the overhead to a first person view
based on the current position and rotation of the device. The
user may now move the device and hence the viewing window
around along a spherical bound from their current position.
The virtual field of view roughly corresponds to the human
field of view and is designed to give the user a sense of being
there.
RESULTS

We present results and evaluation from six indoor environments. All experiments were performed using an iPad Air
Retina running iOS 8.3. The captured scenes have considerable variation in layout and function, and include two bedrooms, two offices, a living room and a bathroom. The
database used for the tests contains 65 3D models. For each
environment we captured a 3D model that captures the salient
features of the scene, such as room shape, furniture, doors,
windows, textured artwork etc.
In figures 1, 9 & 10 we show 3D models captured with our
system alongside a corresponding view of the real scene. The
real scene was photographed with a DSLR camera in order
to capture a wider field of view (and hence more objects of
interest). We have attempted to closely emulate the same view
with our system in order to form a suitable visual comparison
for the reader. The visual similarity indicates that the captured
3D models are suitable for the purposes of furniture rearrangement, replacement and visualization, which is a goal of our
system. Additionally, in a following section, we have evaluated the accuracy of the furniture placement against ground
truth. Ground truth room dimensions and furniture positions
were manually measured for each scene using a tape measure.
Time Comparison: Because no comparable mobile in-situ
scene modeling system has been demonstrated previously in
the literature, we therefore chose to compare the performance

(a) Real Scene

(b) Captured Virtual Scene

(c) Overhead View

(d) Real Scene

(e) Captured Virtual Scene

(f) Overhead View

Figure 9: Visual results from Office 1 and Living Room scenes
Scene
Bedroom1
LivingRoom
O f f ice1
Bedroom2
O f f ice2
Bathroom
Avg.

Area
28.0m2
26.1m2
13.9m2
21.1m2
13.8m2
15.5m2

# Items
23
12
14
13
12
9

Autodesk Homestyler
Measurement Time Modeling Time
18m 12s
11m 19s
9m 14s
8m 57s
8m 45s
8m 33s
10m 01s
8m 34s
8m 12s
9m 09s
6m 20s
4m 54s
10m 17s
8m 34s

Total Time
29m 31s
18m 11s
17m 18s
18m 35s
17m 21s
11m 14s
18m 41s

Our System
Total Time Furniture Error
7m 12s
42.57cm
6m 02s
37.19cm
6m 32s
33.77cm
5m 58s
40.03cm
6m 29s
36.61cm
5m 06s
29.11cm
6m 13s
36.55cm

Table 2: Quantitative results for the environments tested.
of our approach to Autodesk Homestyler [9] (an ex situ indoor
scene modeling tool), since it produces the most similar end
results. In Table 2 we report the time taken to capture the 3D
models by an experienced user of both systems. The total time
for ex situ modeling is split into time taken to make physical ground truth measurements and time taken to reproduce
the scene with a traditional desktop interface. The total time
for our system includes empty room reconstruction, furniture
modeling and manual error correction, if needed (unrecognized voice commands, sketching errors etc.). Note that our
system does not require any physical measurements. However,
as a tradeoff, our furniture placement may deviate slightly
from ground truth.
Our results indicate that the proposed approach is faster than
using a traditional ex situ desktop interface in almost all cases.
With our system, the user can capture a scene in a few minutes,
in situ, without the need for manual measurement, which we
believe will greatly improve the efficiency of interior design
applications.

Furniture Placement Accuracy: We define a furniture error
metric that quantifies the mean 2D shift of the furniture items
by measuring the metric displacement of corresponding corner
vertices of furniture in the model and ground truth. This is calculated by overlaying the 2D overhead views of the captured
and ground truth results and for each furniture item, measuring
the euclidean distance between actual and captured furniture
bounding boxes. For example, if each corner of a modeled
table is 5cm away from the ground truth, total error for four
corners of the table is 20cm. In this way, our metric attempts to
capture absolute error in scale and position of placed furniture
models. (Refer to Table 2 for error measurements)
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the design of a novel system for indoor 3d modeling that leverages the in situ and interactive aspects of the
mobile platform. There are several avenues for future research
in this area. First, using a larger (“internet-scale”) furniture
database [3] coupled with efficient search would enable the
capture of a wider variety of scenes. It would be possible to
index such a database, to be compatible with our technique,

(a) Real Scene

(b) Captured Virtual Scene

(c) Overhead View

(d) Real Scene

(e) Captured Virtual Scene

(f) Overhead View

(g) Real Scene

(h) Captured Virtual Scene

(i) Overhead View

Figure 10: Visual results from Bedroom 2, Office 2 and Bathroom scenes
with automated methods like dominant plane extraction [16].
To keep the search performant, we believe the voice input in
particular has significant advantages, as queries like “black
office chair” can eliminate a large number of irrelevant candidates based on textual tags in the database. Furthermore, to
disambiguate between similar looking models that have been
retrieved, it is possible to employ a selection UI similar to [28]
and have the user pick the closest match.
The ability to model more general furniture items (that are
not just horizontally and vertically faceted) and capture the
appearance (texture, lighting) of the furniture and scene more
accurately are also interesting research problems. Our artwork
capture technique is one such attempt at image based appearance modeling. Currently objects that cannot be represented
with straight lines can be easily approximated, such as the
flowerpot in 9 is added by sketching a bounding box. Similarly, oddly structured objects, such as chairs without back
legs are modeled by approximating the sketch of an ordinary
chair. Currently, the system supports the modeling of only
one room at a time. However, this can be easily extended to

capture several rooms during the same session and merge them
into a single 3D model of the entire home.
Our tracking currently relies on the device gyroscope, which
can suffer from drift. Implementing more robust tracking with
visual features would enable an accurate augmented overlay
and allow the user to move freely within the scene. This would
mitigate issues of occlusion and limited field of view while
modeling objects.
A system like ours, that runs on widely available commodity
mobile hardware, is easier to scale to several users and can
enable acquisition of large datasets of real world room models
and furniture relationships. A large-scale user study would be
very valuable, and we intend to do so in future work. The data
collected would be useful to train computer vision algorithms
for automatic reconstruction and recognition tasks.
Finally, once the model has been captured, there is potential to
enable compelling applications such as automatic optimal furniture rearrangement [19] and furniture removal/replacement
in the original images [13].
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